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Abstract
This chapter introduces the use of a learning
objects content development tool, the eLearning Objects Navigator, (eLONTM) as a strategy
for creating, classifying, and retrieving reusable
learning objects and reusable information objects. The use of eLONTM provides a context for
rapid deployment of these SCORM-conformant
packages to mobile learning devices as well as
to learning management systems for a beta test
with the U.S. Coast Guard Institute. Presented in
this chapter is the underlying theoretical framework for the development of eLONTM as well as
the specific design decisions made regarding the

deployment of PDA mobile learning devices to
military personnel. Furthermore, initial results
from the beta test yield positive results as well
as a series of lessons learned.

Introduction
The field of distance education continues to grow
as emerging technologies present new opportunities to distribute learning anytime, anywhere. As
more students choose distance learning to achieve
college and career goals, universities are now
faced with challenges to distribute learning using
a variety of strategies to accommodate student
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needs. Military students represent a large segment
of many institutions in the United States through
the Department of Defense off-duty voluntary
education programs. Each year, approximately
300,000 service personnel enroll in voluntary
education with universities making it one of the
largest continuing education operations in the
world (Department of Defense, 2003). As a result, universities with a strong military presence
must be flexible to accommodate deployments,
temporary duty, lack of Internet access, intermittent Internet access, and more. The level of flexibility required by military personnel pursuing
educational degrees presents unique challenges to
those who design distance learning instructional
materials on university campuses. From creating
blended learning opportunities to duplicative
design across numerous delivery approaches, the
time spent developing fully online programs and
courses can easily exceed man-hours available on
university campuses. Currently, the majority of
higher education programs offered to the military
are self-contained, nonflexible existing programs
that may not meet the needs of individual service
personnel that may be deployed, underway, or
unable to access the Internet for an extended
period of time. In an attempt to meet the need,
the University of West Florida has partnered with
the U.S. Coast Guard Institute and two community colleges, Florida Community College at
Jacksonville and Coastline Community College
to develop and beta test college level courses on
a personal digital assistant (PDA). Given that few
models currently exist for this mode of course
development, the University of West Florida chose
to develop all content using a learning objects
content development tool, eLONTM for purposes
of consistency and reuse across multiple delivery
platforms.
Within the partnership, the community colleges agreed to offer a selection of general education courses, while UWF agreed to offer graduate
level courses. For the beta test, UWF selected to
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offer a 12 semester hour graduate certificate in
human performance technology.

The Beta Test with the U.S.
Coast Guard
The U.S. Coast Guard Institute provided several
specifications in the partnership to beta test the
PDA as a viable mobile learning solution for Coast
Guard personnel. The participants in the UWF
study included those interested in the program area
offered on PDA, including a graduate certificate
in human performance technology (HPT). UWF
students were recruited from several Coast Guard
sectors including Key West, Islamorada, Miami,
and the Yorktown Training Center. Students participating had to enroll at UWF to receive their
tuition assistance or VA benefits. Students were
then afforded access to all UWF student services.
Since UWF is a SOCCoast Afloat institution,
the programs offered had already been moved
through the program approval process with other
partnering institutions.
There were several restrictions placed on the
selection and use of a mobile device that may be
used on a Coast Guard cutter. All devices were
required to have both Bluetooth and wireless
disabled prior to use on a cutter for purposes of
shipboard security. This presented some unique
difficulties as most mobile devices offered these
features with few companies or software applications in place at the time to disable both Bluetooth
and wireless.
There were several design requirements that
would ultimately affect the design models selected
for development. We were asked to provide a
bookmarking feature to enable users to pick up
where they left off as many service personnel
shipboard may have limited times available for
study and may need to stop working at a moment’s
notice. With regard to access, we were required
to design all materials for stand-alone use on
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